
A Vacancy Arises within the Service

The Recruiting Manager must make the relevant checks

The Recruiting Manager must Review the Job Description, Person Spec and the Advert Text and 
determine the selection method

The Recruiting Manager will collate all of the Vacancy Details for entry onto Talent Link.

The Recruiting Manager will pass the Vacancy information to the Designated Admin who will 
enter the Vacancy onto Talent Link

Where required the Recruiting Manager will complete a Decision Sheet and forward a copy to the 
HROps Verification Inbox

The Vacancy is submitted to the Chief Officer for approval via Talent Link

Once the Chief Officer has approved:
· Vacancy goes to HR Ops Verification to check (2days)
· Vacancy goes to HR Redeployment to check there are no suitable redeployees (2 days)
· Vacancy goes to HR Resourcing to be advertised (2 days)

Vacancy closes (Normally 2 Weeks after advertisement)

Recruitment Panel conduct shortlisting

Recruitment Manager/Designated admin completed the short listing Matrix and Upload to Talent 
Link

Designated Admin to send out the Interview Invites to Candidates.

Recruitment Panel to Prepare for and conduct the selection process

Recruitment Panel Score Interviews

Recruitment Manager to complete the interview matrix and update Talent Link including sending 
the rejection emails

Recruitment Manager informs HR Resourcing via email who the successful candidate(s) is/are

HR Resourcing send out conditional offer letter and commences pre-employment checks

HR Resourcing informs Recruiting Manager when all checks are completed so a start date can be 
agreed between the candidate and the Recruiting Manager

Recruiting Manager checks the references and pre-employment documents

Are checks 
suitable

Contact the Candidate and agree a start date and inform HR Resourcing.

HR Resourcing completes and submits defining conditions forms to HoS

HoS checks and approves the form

Confirmation of Start Date and Salary sent to Candidate

HR Resourcing Enters New Employee onto PIMS

Principal Statement of Employment sent out

Permanency Recruitment 
Process
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Sticky Note
Check there is a requirement to replace vacant post.Check with accountancy that there is adequate budget.Consider whether agency recruitment needs to be done pending permanent recruitment.
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Sticky Note
Ensure that the correct DBS Level/JEQ No and Safeguarding Post is identified.
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Sticky Note
A decision sheet is only required if there is an increase in spent - HR/Accountancy will advise this)
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Sticky Note
The Vacancy needs to be agreed via DMT/PLT.  No post will be verified until this approval has been gained.At this point it is essential that the Recruiting Team Manager orders the equipment needed for this post.E.g. Laptop, Jabber Headset.This will be allocated to the Team Manager for ownership to be transfered to the new recruit on appointment.This will be done through the Equipment Request on MYICT.
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Sticky Note
Short listing is to be completed within 10 days of the advertisement closing.
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Sticky Note
When outcomes are recorded on Talentlink rejection emails will be sent to unsuccessful candidates automatically from the system.
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Sticky Note
If the manager is happy with the checks it will be the managers responsibility to contact the candidate and agree a start date and confirm this with HR Resourcing, by completed the Pre Employment Verification and Submitting this via Talent link.If the candidate is new to the authority and is starting above the bottom of the grade this will need HoS approval and sent to HR Resourcing.
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Sticky Note
At this point HR will generate a payroll number.  HR will send the Payroll Number to ICT, to issue ICT Equipment and Network Logins. ICT will then send the Network Logins to the Recruiting Team Manager.At this point the Recruiting Team Manager will send a request and New Starter Form to ICT to re-allocate the equipment to the new recruit and generate ID badge request.The Recruiting Team Manager will send the New Recruits Network Logins to the CPP Trainers for the Induction Day.  The Team Manager will also let CPP Trainer know the date of the ID Badge Collection Appointment.
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Sticky Note
This will be done using the Talentlink Interview Scheduler.



Identification that an Agency Worker is required

Approval to recruit is sought through DMT

Recruiting Manager will place Vacancy/Order onto the Matrix SCM System with a closing Date

The Recruiting Manager reviews the Candidates CV’s and Pre- Employment Checks

Recruiting Manager agrees candidates for selection process

Recruiting Manager schedules Interviews for Candidates and Rejects Unsuccessful Candidates on the system

Recruiting Manager and Panel Interview Candidates

Recruititing Manager and Panel agree on the successful Candidate

Recruiting Manager will notify the agency and agree a rate and start date through Matrix

Does the 

Candidate 

Accept the 

Rate

Refer back to the 

Agency

Order on the system to be progressed to create a Service Agreement

Recruiting Manager will contact Temp Solutions to set up a Dummy Payroll number on PIMS

Temp Solutions to set a Dummy payroll number up on PIMS

Temp Solutions to issue Payroll Number to Recruting Manager

The Recruiting Manager will create the Service Agreement on Matrix and gets Approval from the HoS

The Placement will become active on the system with the Candidates Details and Pre-Employment Documents

The Recruiting Manager will approve On-Line Timesheets that will be submitted n the system every Tuesday By Midday in order for 

Agency Staff to receive payment

No

Yes

Agency Recruitment 

Process
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Sticky Note
Once the approval has been gained the Recruiting Team Manager will order the equipment required for this post.Laptop ,Jabber Headset.This will be requested through the Equipment request form on MYICT
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Sticky Note
The Recruiting Manager will contact ICT to get the equipment ownership transferred to the new recruit.
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Sticky Note
At this point HR will generate a payroll number.  HR will send the Payroll Number to ICT, to issue ICT Equipment and Network Logins. ICT will then send the Network Logins to the Recruiting Team Manager.At this point the Recruiting Team Manager will send a request and New Starter Form to ICT to re-allocate the equipment to the new recruit and generate ID badge request.The Recruiting Team Manager will send the New Recruits Network Logins to the CPP Trainers for the Induction Day.  The Team Manager will also let CPP Trainer know the date of the ID Badge Collection Appointment.
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